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“I used to travel long distances 
to charge my phone and now with 
the [company] kit, I don't have 
to worry. I invite the children 
from the village to come to my 
house to watch [programmes on my 
solar TV].”

- Male, 29
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Lean Data Insights For Carbon Trust 

Under the Transforming Energy 
Access (TEA) programme, Carbon 
Trust contracted 60 Decibels to 
undertake phone-based end-customer 
surveys with 15 off-grid energy 
companies in Africa. 

From 41 submissions of interest for 
Lean Data projects from in February 
2020, 15 companies were selected in 
collaboration with Carbon Trust, based 
on criteria that considered a mix of 
companies across TEA partners, 
energy technology, country, and 
companies who had not had a Lean 
Data project before. 

Lean Data Deliverables 

Each selected company received a:
• Kick-off call with 60 Decibels
• Translated version of the standard survey tool developed for Carbon Trust
• Results report
• Anonymised dataset
• Results call
Introduction to This Report

• This report is the synthesis of insights gathered from 3,858 customers, presenting 
aggregated and summarised insights from the work to highlight key takeaways, 
trends, and differences, using the 60 Decibels Benchmark as context.

• Company results were weighted equally to average results. The results within this 
report only reflect the results of the 15 companies presented in this report. This 
does not necessarily represent the many other TEA partners’ work. 

• Where results differ significantly by gender, income level, sub-sector, or other 
customer segments, we call them out in the commentary, where this does not 
make a company identifiable. 

• Results have been anonymised to ensure their confidentiality. 

60dB & Carbon Trust 
Partnership 

An introduction to the partnership between 60 Decibels and 
Carbon Trust under UK Aid’s Transforming Energy Access 
(TEA) programme.
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Participating 
Companies

Company Sub-Sector Sample Size

Company A Other* 265

Company D SHS 254

Company H Mini-grid 267

Company C Mini-grid 252

Company I Other* 259

Company J Mini-grid 314

Company K SHS 250

Company G Mini-grid 278

Company L Mini-grid 257

Company N Mini-grid 135

Company O SHS 264

Company B SHS 256

Company E SHS 252

Company M SHS 295

Company F Other* 260

East Africa (62%)
> includes Kenya and Tanzania

Central & West 
Africa (38%)
> includes Cameroon, Senegal, 
Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC), and Sierra Leone

RegionProjects by Sub-Sector

Solar home system (SHS). Stand-
alone system normally with multiple 
lights and capacity for additional 
services or kit e.g. including TV.

41%

Mini-grid. Generation and distribution 
system serving multiple customers.39%

Community solar hub. Hub model 
where customers can rent energy 
products for usage e.g. solar battery 
pack.

13%

Solar lantern. Portable lamp or light 
powered through a photovoltaic panel.4%

Cookstove. More fuel efficient/lower 
emission biomass cookstoves or 
appliances.

3%

The companies participating offered customers mini-grid 
connections, solar home systems, cookstoves, solar 
lanterns, and community solar hubs. 

*includes cookstove, solar lantern, community solar hub.
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Participating 
Companies

Thanks to the 15 companies. 

• Bboxx
• Bidhaa Sasa
• ENGIE PowerCorner
• Equatorial Power
• Husk Power Systems
• Jaza Energy
• Jumeme
• Mobile Power
• NAL OffGrid
• Oolu Solar
• Pawame
• PEG
• Powerhive
• Trend Solar
• upOwa

We loved hearing their voices. 
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We look here at the average performance of companies 
supported through the TEA programme compared to 60 
Decibels’ Energy Benchmark.
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Performance Snapshot: 
Energy in Africa

Disability Profile Access to 
Alternatives

Impact

63%
live in poverty ($3.20)

46%
report challenges;
61% unresolved

Contribution

Challenges

53%
quality of life  ‘very 
much improved’

65%
first time accessing 
product/ service 
provided

25%
female respondents

GenderNet Promoter 
Score®

34
on a -100 to 100 scale

Customer 
Effort Score

3.5
on a scale of 1 to 5 

67%
could not easily find a 
good alternative

6.4%
disability prevalence rate 
among  customer 
households compared to 
average of 3.8% across 
project countries.

Performance vs. 60dB Benchmark

` TOP 20%

TOP 40%

MIDDLE

BOTTOM 40%

BOTTOM 20%

Data Summary
Quintile Assessment compares TEA Company 
Performance with 60dB Energy Benchmark comprised 
of 70+ companies, 20+ countries, and  ~40k 
customers. See page 44.

Headlines Profile  Satisfaction  Impact
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Key Takeaways TEA partner companies had a positive impact on customers’ 
lives and performed above the 60dB Energy Benchmark in 
reaching poorer customers.

8

73%
of companies were 
below the 60dB 
Benchmark for ease 
of use.

Companies have an 
opportunity to 
improve by ensuring 
their products and 
services are easy to 
use. The majority 
had higher than 
benchmark 
customer challenge 
rates (35%) but  61% 
of challenges 
reported remained 
unresolved.

83%
of companies 
outperformed the 
60dB Energy 
Benchmark when it 
came to reaching 
low-income 
customers.

Companies did well 
at serving low-
income populations. 
With an average 
Inclusivity Ratio of 
0.95, they 
outperformed the 
60dB Energy 
Benchmark of 0.57. 
Only one company 
had a lower ratio of 
0.56.

65%
of companies’ 
customers were 
accessing the 
energy product or 
service for the first 
time.

Companies did well 
at reaching an 
underserved market. 
75% of customers 
interviewed were 
rural, 16% peri-
urban, and 9% 
urban.

25%
of companies’ 
customers were 
women. 

The low female 
representation 
reflects the 
registered customer 
base. Customer 
satisfaction rates 
were higher for 
women than men, 
but customer service 
rates were lower if 
women faced a 
challenge.  

90%
of customers saw 
an improvement in 
their quality of life 
because of access 
to the energy 
product or service. 

53% of customers 
said their quality of 
life had improved 
significantly. This 
represents the depth 
of impact companies 
are contributing to. 
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We love hearing customer voices. 

Here are some that stood out. 

Customer Voice 
Snapshot

Impact Stories
89% of customers shared how the energy product/service had improved their quality of life

Opinions On Companies’ Value Proposition
52% were Promoters and were highly likely to 
recommend

Opportunities For Improvement
56% had a specific suggestion for improvement

“My income has increased since my shop has become 
very famous after I had power connected. I get more 
customers than ever before so my business is doing 
very well than it was before there was power.” – Male, 
45, mini-grid

“I can iron my clothes at home and dress up nicely. 
People are starting to notice that I now dress more 
nicely because my clothes are well ironed. The energy 
has also been good for my kids to use when they 
study.” – Female, 28, mini-grid

“I no longer buy batteries for my radio. I now have 
good and bright lighting in my house. The radio is 
helpful as I get to have news updates from all over the 
world. My children are able to revise using the light 
especially at this time when they are just at home.” –
Female, 31, solar lantern

“My children stay at home and don't go to the 
neighbours to watch TV anymore. They also watch 
programs that allow them to improve their education. I 
no longer have to worry about charging my mobile 
phone and many people from the village come to my 
house in the evening to watch television.” – Male, 44, 
solar home system

“The company does not have strict conditions in terms 
of making payments, as they have allowed the clients 
to make payments through installments on which the 
customers themselves can decide on whether to pay 
weekly or monthly depending on where the person is 
economically at that time.” - Female, 64, solar home 
system

“It is a very reliable source of power and power is very 
sufficient so I can do all my activities without worrying 
for anything like power cuts. It is also very affordable 
compared to the national grid and other sources like 
panels, flashlights, and lanterns.” – Male, 45, mini-grid

“My only worry is that currently I'm in darkness. I have 
paid my subscription up to date, but I don't have light. 
The company should do something please.” – Male, 
61, solar home system

“I only wish that the toll-free number is accessible 
every time one needs assistance.” – Male, 43, solar 
home system

9
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The selected indicators cover the main 
aspects of the companies’ 
performance and impact on 
customers:

• Who: Is the company serving low-
income populations? 

• Contribution: Is the company 
providing customers first time 
access to an off-grid energy 
product/service? 

• Depth of impact: To what extent are 
customers reporting improvements 
in overall quality of life because of 
the company?

• Satisfaction & Experience: How 
likely are customers to recommend 
the company to a friend of family 
member? How challenge-free was 
their engagement with the 
company?

Guide on How to Read Spider Visualisation

Putting Performance In 
Context

Access to Alternatives
% with no easy access to a good alternative

Key

Average performance relative to benchmark. 
>100% is outperforming while <100% is 
underperforming.

60dB Energy Benchmark

TEA Partner Performance

Equalised to 100%

Quality of Life Impact
% very much improved quality of life

Net Promoter Score
customer satisfaction / loyalty

Poverty Profile
% living below $3.20/day poverty line

First Access
% accessing services provided for the first time

Shaded icon = outperforming 
60dB Energy Benchmark

We selected six indicators to visually present the 
companies’ performance against the 60 Decibels’ Energy 
Benchmark. 

94%

103%

90%

95%

118%

85%

TEA Company 
Performance: 
Relative to 
60dB Energy 
Benchmark

60dB 
Benchmark: 
equalised to 
100%

Unshaded icon shows that 
performance is less than 60dB 
Energy Benchmark

Ease of Use
% experienced no challenges with product/ 
service 
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Performance by 
Company

Company A 
(121%)

Company L (61%)Company K 
(74%)
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Company A was the best performer while Company O has 
the largest opportunity to improve across selected impact 
indicators. 

Company B 
(110%)

Company C 
(110%)

Company D 
(105%)

Company F 
(96%)

Company G 
(94%)

Company H 
(88%)

Company I     
(85%)

Company J 
(80%)

Company E    
(104%)

Company O 
(37%)

Company M 
(101%)

Company N 
(86%)
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Listening in the Time 
of COVID-19

This work was conducted during an unprecedented time, 
with people facing both a global pandemic and economic 
shutdown.

We know that certain outside factors will likely affect how customers were feeling, 
and faring, at this time. We have seen some correlations related particularly to how 
stringent government measures were to control the spread of the disease. Carbon 
Trust may find the Oxford University COVID19 Government Response Tracker
useful for providing context on the experiences of customers. 

To understand the impact of COVID-19, we are speaking to people around the 
globe to understand how this crisis affects them over time, and to identify their most 
urgent existing and future needs. To date, we've spoken to 50k+ people in 32 
countries about how COVID-19 has affected their lives.

You may find both the public COVID insights dashboard we’ve created useful to 
explore insights as well as our latest report, Listening During COVID-19: A Year in 
Review. 

We know this is a difficult time for many. We included six COVID-19 related 
questions into our surveys to give customers space to talk about this. We also 
recognise that customer experience and impact performance more generally may 
be affected by the pandemic and how it is, or was, affecting families and 
companies’ ability to cope or operate. The 60dB benchmarks used in this insights 
report reflect all our work to date; we have also built COVID-19 specific benchmarks 
to reflect the environment we are all working in. 

Your Results & Our Benchmarks

External Factors

60 Decibels COVID-19 Insights 
Dashboard & Report

https://www.bsg.ox.ac.uk/research/research-projects/coronavirus-government-response-tracker
http://bit.ly/60dB-Covid
http://bit.ly/60dB-COVID-report
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We asked customers questions related 
to COVID-19 to assess their awareness 
and effects of the virus on them.  
Customers spoke about: 

• The deadly nature of the disease 
and the high speed of transmission 
(22%)

• Feeling scared, stressed, and 
anxious (17%)

• Following protection guidelines 
(10%)

60dB COVID-19 Dashboard

Insights from our 60dB COVID-19 
Dashboard – shows the top concern 
was ‘my health or family’s health’ 
(49%) while in this set of studies it was 
‘ability to work / earn an income’ 
(42%). 

Awareness & Concern 
About COVID-19

Nearly all customers knew about COVID-19 and two-thirds 
were very concerned. Their top concerns were earning an 
income and the general state of the economy.

15

Level of Concern Over COVID-19: 
Q: Are you concerned about COVID-19? (n = 3,858)

61%62%
72%

16%
23%

16%
12%

11%
4%

10%

2%

9%

East Afr icaWest AfricaCentral Africa

No, not at al l

No, not really

I'm not really sure

Yes, slightly

Yes, very much

Types of Concerns
Q:  What is the top concern you have related to COVID-19 right 
now? (n = 2,104)

42%

37%

15%

4%

3%

Ability to work / earn an
income

The economy

Access to basic needs

Childcare

Other

n =       694                         768                        2,396

https://app.60decibels.com/covid-19
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We asked customers what gives them 
hope and the ways in which the 
company could support them.

When asked what actions by others 
were giving them hope, customers 
said they value government 
interventions, protective equipment, 
and awareness campaigns. 

When asked what would be most 
useful at this time, other responses 
revolved around provision of protective 
equipment and public sensitisation. 

Support to Cope With 
COVID-19

Customers suggested that companies reduce prices to 
better support them – likely reflecting their concerns over 
earnings and the economy. 

16

Sources of Hope
Q:  Can you tell me, what actions, if any – by friends, 
community, government, or others – are giving you hope right 
now? (n = 3,858). Open-ended, coded by 60 Decibels.

Ways in Which Company Could Support
Q:  What could [company] do at this time that would be 
particularly helpful to you? (n = 3,858). Open-ended, coded by 
60 Decibels.

29%

18%

18%

3%

5%

Government interventions
(awareness, food, money)

Masks and sanitising

Awareness and
sensitisation

Access to healthcare

No actions

27%

11%

10%

7%

6%

Reduce price /
defer payment

Provide protective
equipment

Public sensitisation

Financial aid /
loans

Food donations
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For more information and insights on 
our Benchmarks in relation to COVID-
19, you can review our COVID insights 
dashboard and latest report, Listening 
During COVID-19: A Year in Review. 

COVID-19 & 60dB 
Energy Benchmark

Most of the results for the indicators below are comparable 
before and during COVID-19. The largest change is in issue 
resolution with fewer challenges reported as resolved. 
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Pre COVID-19 COVID-19

Net Promoter Score 45 41

Quality of Life 54% 53%

Challenge Rate
(% reporting challenges)

32% 33%

Issue Resolution
(% challenges resolved)

33% 26%

Performance Before & During COVID-19

60 Decibels Energy Benchmark

http://bit.ly/60dB-Covid
http://bit.ly/60dB-COVID-report
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Customer Profile: 
Demographics

Energy customers were typically 40-year-old men living in 
households of 7, in rural areas.

67%

46%

38%

32%

26%

24%

24%

20%

18%

18%

16%

15%

14%

10%

10%

Company A

Company D

Company C

Company H

Company M

Company F

Company K

Company N

Company L

Company I

Company B

Company J

Company O

Company G

Company E

AgeGender
% female

East Africa

Central & West Africa

Location

Household Size

7.4

Head of Household 

86%
said a male family member was the head of 
the household due to:

• being the primary income earner (40%)

• gender or custom (31%)

• being the primary decision maker (20%)

40 years

Highest Household Education Level

27%
of customer households had at least one 
person in their household who had a 
tertiary education. 

• Upper secondary (25%)

• Lower secondary (25%)

• Primary (21%)

• None (2%)

Average:

25% female

75%
• live in rural areas (village or 

countryside)

• 16% peri-urban (town)  

• 9% urban (city)
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78%

77%

74%

68%

68%

62%

61%

60%

59%

53%

46%

42%

71%

16%

3%

Company I

Company B

Company J

Company L

Company E

Company F

Company K

Company G

Company H

Company C

Company D

Company A

Company M

Company N

Company O

Customer Profile: 
Income

Most companies outperformed 60dB’s Energy Benchmark. 
Customers in [Country] and Tanzania were mostly lower 
income while those in Kenya were relatively wealthier.
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Income Distribution Using PPI & Equity Tool
% living below $3.20 per person / per day (2011 PPP) (n = 3,858)

Average using PPI:
63% below $3.20/day

East Africa

Central & West Africa

Average using Equity Tool: 30%
respondents in Bottom 80% 
of income in their countries.  

The Poverty Probability Index® (PPI) 
identifies the likelihood of customers to 
live at different internationally 
recognised income levels. We use the 
World Bank poverty line of $3.20 per 
day using 2011 PPP. 

The Equity Tool divides a country’s 
population into quintiles from poorest 
(bottom 20%) to wealthiest (top 20%) 
and places customers within these. 

Trends

• Gender: Male customers are 
more likely to live in poverty 
(64%) than female customers 
(58%).
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We use the Inclusivity Ratio to show 
the degree to which companies are 
over- or under- penetrating low-
income segments in their countries. A 
ratio above 1 means over-penetrating, 
while a ratio below 1 means under-
penetrating. 

Inclusivity by Sub-Sector

• Mini-grid: 1.06

• Other* (sub-sector X): 1.02

• Other* (sub-sector Y): 0.96

• SHS: 0.87 

• Other* (sub-sector Z): 0.78

Customer Profile:
Inclusivity

The Inclusivity Ratio shows the degree to which companies are 
serving customers representative of the country population they 
are operating in.

Inclusivity Ratio Relative to National Average
Degree that customer base is representative of country average. 
1 = perfectly representative; <1 = relatively higher-income; 
>1  = relatively lower-income than national average.

1.30

1.23

1.15

1.06

1.00

0.95

0.94

0.85

0.83

0.80

0.77

0.56

Company H

Company C

Company D

Company I

Company J

Company B

Company L

Company F

Company G

Company K

Company A

Company E
Average:
0.95

*Note: ‘Other’ sub-sectors include either cookstove, solar 
lantern or community solar hub.
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We used the Washington Group 
Disability questions on disability to 
understand the disability profile of 
households and how products, services, 
marketing, training, or after-sales 
support could be more inclusive.

6.4% of customer households have 
someone living with a disability. This 
compares to 3.8% prevalence rate 
across the countries these companies 
are operating in. 

Disability Profile of [Company]’s Customer Households
% of customers who said them, or a member of their household had a lot of difficulty doing any of the 
following or cannot do at all. (n =  3,850)*

One in five customer households have difficulty seeing. This 
shows there is an opportunity to further address these 
customers’ needs.

22

difficulty seeing, even if wearing 
glasses (if available)

19.6% 

difficulty hearing, even if using a 
hearing aid (if available)

6.1% 

difficulty walking or climbing 
steps

9.8% 
difficulty communicating or being 
understood, using their usual 
language

3.2% 

difficulty with self-care, such as 
washing all over or dressing

4.6% 

difficulty remembering or 
concentrating

5.3% 

*Percentage of respondents saying they have a lot of difficulty doing any of the six disabilities identified or cannot do at all.

Disability Profile

http://www.washingtongroup-disability.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/The-Washington-Group-Short-Set-of-Questions-on-Disability.pdf
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Peri-urban customers were more likely 
to be accessing the energy 
product/service provided by the 
company for the first time (75%) 
compared to rural (65%) and urban 
customers (53%). 

Customer Profile:
First Access

For almost two-thirds of customers, the TEA partner company 
provided them their first access to a solar home system, mini-grid 
connection, or other energy product or service.

First Access
% customers who did not own a [product/service] before 
(n = 3,857)

93%

91%

80%

78%

76%

72%

71%

64%

63%

56%

55%

53%

48%

39%

33%

Company F

Company C

Company D

Company A

Company B

Company M

Company E

Company J

Company K

Company N

Company G

Company H

Company I

Company O

Company L
Average: 
65%

Trends

• Location: Company F has the 
highest proportion of 
customers living in towns 
(97%) while Company N and 
Company O have the highest 
in cities (37%).

MIDDLE
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Availability of alternatives provides 
insight into the degree to which 
companies are reaching an unserved 
or under-served market.

Combining this with the Inclusivity 
Ratio enables us to identify companies 
who are reaching a high proportion of 
low-income and under-served 
customers – the top-right quadrant of 
the chart. 

Companies operating in Tanzania 
were reaching a comparatively high 
percentage of under-served and low-
income customers compared to 
companies in other countries.

Customer Profile: 
Underserved

Company H and Company C have reached the highest 
proportion of low-income households within under-served 
markets. 
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Inclusivity Ratio vs. Lack of Access to Available Alternatives
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Highest penetration of underserved customers:

Highest percentage of low-income customers who 
are less likely to have access to alternatives.

No Easy Access to Good Alternatives

East Africa

Central and West Africa
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Electricity Grid Connection
% of customers connected to the electricity grid (n =  3,737)

Customers’ Prior 
Lighting Source

Customers in East Africa were most likely to be connected 
to the electricity grid with over one-quarter using a SHS for 
lighting before their TEA company product or service.

25

27%

24%

23%

22%

8%

6%

5%

3%

1%

Solar home system

Solar lantern

Kerosene lamp

Torch / flashlight

Candle

Generator

Grid electr icity

Other

None

Prior Lighting Source
Lighting sources used prior to purchase/connection (n = 3,858)

58%

53%

36%

31%

28%

13%

13%

9%

8%

7%

6%

4%

3%

2%

1%

Company O

Company A

Company M

Company N

Company J

Company K

Company D

Company G

Company B

Company I

Company E

Company L

Company C

Company F

Company H Average
17%

On average, 17% of company 
customers were connected to the grid. 
Just 12% of rural customers were grid 
connected, 20% of peri-urban 
customers, and 53% of urban 
customers. 
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Net Promoter Score (NPS) by Sub-Sector / Business Model
Q: On a scale of 0-10, how likely are you to recommend [company] [product/service] to a friend or family 
member, where 0 is not at all likely and 10 is extremely likely? (n = 3,858)

Customer Satisfaction: 
Net Promoter Score

The average NPS was 34 – good but below 60dB’s Energy 
Benchmark. The highest NPS was for an ‘Other’ sub-sector 
while the lowest was for mini-grid companies.
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The Net Promoter Score® (NPS) is a 
gauge of satisfaction and loyalty. 
Anything above 50 is considered very 
good. A negative score is considered 
poor.

9-10 likely to 
recommend

0-6 likely to 
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Mini-grid

SHS

Other (community solar 

hub, solar lantern, 

cookstove)

NPS  =  % Promoters  — % Detractors

Trends

• Gender. The NPS for female 
customers was higher (42) than 
for male customers (31).

• Sub-Sector. The highest NPS 
(89) came from the ‘Other’ sub-
sector. SHS companies had an 
NPS of 35 while mini-grid 
companies had the lowest NPS 
(25).

BOTTOM 40%
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The percentage of Promoters ranged 
from 70% (Company A) to 25% 
(Company O), and averaged 52%.

Top Reasons Given by Promoters for NPS Rating
Open-ended data, coded by 60 Decibels. (n = 1,997)

What Do Promoters 
Value?

Open-ended feedback from Promoters indicates that they 
valued a reliable energy source, bright lights, and flexible 
payment.
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Mini-grid: 48% Promoters
(6 companies)

1. Reliability of energy access (21%)

2. Affordability and flexibility of payment (21%)

Solar home system: 53% Promoters
(6 companies)

1. Access to a better lighting source (22%)

2. Improved lifestyle / entertainment (20%)

Other (sub-sector Y): 53% Promoters
(2 companies)

1. Bright lights (27%)

2. Long lasting battery (26%)

Other (sub-sector Z): 90% Promoters
(1 company)

1. Good quality product (28%)

2. Good payment method (26%)

Other (sub-sector X): 51% Promoters
(1 company)

1. Good payment method (16%)

2. Bright lights (15%)

“10/10 because I see my kids in the house they can stay 
longer at night in the courtyard and also my neighbours 
come in to charge their phones or watch TV.” – Male, 55, 
solar home system

“It is easy to maintain and has more power to power up 
all your appliances. Before when we would use batteries 
from the solar they would wear off because we would 
sometimes forget to maintain them but with Company H 
we have fewer costs.” – Female, 40, mini-grid

Customer Voices
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The percentage of Detractors ranged 
from 41% (Company L) to 1% 
(Company A), and averaged 19%. 

Detractors Wanted to See...
Open-ended data, coded by 60 Decibels. (n = 734)

What Do Detractors 
Say?

Open-ended feedback from Detractors shows that 
customers mostly complained about prices, lack of reliable 
power, and a low quality product or service.
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Mini-grid: 23% Detractors
(6 companies)

1. Reduced prices (13%)

2. Reliable power supply (7%)

Solar home system: 17% Detractors
(6 companies )

1. Reduced prices (9%)

2. Better quality accessories (8%)

Other (sub-sector Y): 17% Detractors
(2 companies)

1. Better battery (19%)

2. Reduced prices (5%)

Other (sub-sector Z): 1.6% Detractors
(1 company)

1. Better customer service (0.01%)

2. Appliance issues resolved (0.01%)

Other (sub-sector X): 0.7% Detractors
(1 company)

1. Appliance issues resolved (0.01%)

Trends

Sub-Sector. Mini-grid 
companies had the highest 
proportion of Detractors (23%).
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SHS customers reported the highest 
challenges.

The top challenges are similar to those 
reported by customers in our ‘Why off-
grid energy matters’ report, suggesting 
sectoral trends.

Top Challenges Reported
Open-ended data, coded by 60 Decibels. (n = 1,796)

Customer Challenges Challenges varied by sub-sector but faulty products and 
battery issues were common across sub-sectors.
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Mini-grid: 47%
(6 companies)

1. Unreliability of power supply (19%)

2. High price (15%)

Solar Home System: 52%
(6 companies)

1. Battery issues (23%)

2. Faulty products / accessories (6%)

Other (sub-sector Y): 43% 

(2 companies )

1. Battery issues (19%)

2. No battery to exchange (6%)

Other (sub-sector Z): 7%

(1 company)

1. General issues (1.4%)

Other (sub-sector X): 19%

(1 company)

1. Faulty product (10%)

2. Not charging phone (0.8%)

https://60decibels.com/energy-report
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Proportion of Customers Reporting Challenges
% of customers reporting challenges (n = 3,858)

Challenge Rates Nearly half of customers experienced challenges using their 
energy product or service, and nearly two-thirds had not had 
their issues resolved.
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46%
54%

Yes

No

Customer Effort Score
Do you agree/disagree with statement (5- Agree/ 1- Disagree)? Overall, 
[company] made it easy for me to handle my issue. (n=1791)

4.3

4.1

4.0

3.9

3.7

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

2.5

Company N

Company G

Company I

Company J

Company M

Company A

Company O

Company H

Company K

Company L

Company D

Company E

Company C

Company F

Company B Average:
3.5

61% of these 
customers said 
that their 
challenge had 
not yet been 
resolved. 

Mini-grid

SHS

Other (Community 

solar hub, Solar 

lantern, Cookstove)

BOTTOM 40%

Trends

• Gender. Male customers were 
more likely to report challenges 
(48%) than females.

• Sub-Sector. SHS customers 
(52%) and mini-grid customers 
(47%) were more likely to have 
experienced challenges.

• Countries / Regions. Countries in 
Central Africa also experienced 
more challenges (56%) compared 
to East Africa (35%) and West 
Africa (40%). 

• NPS. Customers who reported 
challenges were more likely to 
have a low NPS (9) compared to 
those without any challenges (54). 
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30%

33% 42%
46% 39%

33% 23% 29%
41% 20%

30% 10% 14% 26%

11%

7%0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
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78%

66% 65%

58% 55%
53% 48% 48% 44%

41%
35% 32% 30% 30%

19%

7%

20%
33%

Proportion of Customers Reporting Challenges by Company

Challenges and 
Resolution Rate

Companies in Tanzania had the highest unresolved 
challenge rates.
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Mini-grid

SHS

Other (Community solar 

hub, Solar lantern, 

Cookstove)

Trends

• Sub-Sector. SHS companies 
had the highest resolution 
rates (50%).

“First batteries do not have power, they do not 
last long. Secondly, sometimes you even stay 
up to a week without batteries, they are very 
few.” – Female, 49, other (sub-sector Y)

Customer Voices

• Higher numbers: customer 
challenge rate

• Lower number: unresolved 
challenges
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We use the value for money question 
to understand whether customers feel 
the company’s product/service are a 
good use of the money they spend on 
them.

Value for Money
Q: How do you rate the value for money of your [company] [product/service]? (n = 3,796)

Value for Money Almost two-thirds of customers rated the value for money of 
the energy product or service as ‘very good’ or ‘good’.
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11%
17%12%9%

2%

6%
3%10%

4%

25%

34%25%

25%

21%

4%

19%

18%

16%

19%50%

48%

38%
28%

37%
43%

27%

47%

AverageSub-sector YMini-gridSHSSub-sector ZSub-sector X

Good

Very Good

Fair

Very poor

Poor

1                          1                        6                       6                          2   15
No. of 
companies

Trends

• Sub-Sector. ‘Other’ sub-sector X 
and Z customers rated their 
product the highest value for 
money compared to SHS and 
mini-grid customers.

• NPS. The NPS for customers who 
rated their product / service ‘very 
good’ or ‘good’ was 54 compared 
to -11 for customers who rated it 
‘very poor’ or ‘poor’. 
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According to research by Survey.io 
involving hundreds of companies, if 
over 40% of users report they would 
be ‘very disappointed’ to no longer use 
a company’s product, there is a much 
higher chance that sustainable 
customer acquisition channels can be 
built.

This question helps gauge whether a 
company has created a ‘must-have’ 
product/service for their users.

Scalability On average, all of the TEA partner companies had scalable 
business models according to the ‘must-have’ indicator. 
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Scalability
Q: How would you feel if you could no longer use your [company] [product/service]? (n = 3,606)

3%4%3%2%

23%21%20%
35%

28%

11%

74%75%76%
63%

72%

89%

AverageSHSMini-gridSub-sector YSub-sector XSub-sector Z

Very disappointed

Somewhat
disappointed

Not disappointed; it
isn't really that useful

N/A - I no longer use
product/service

1                         1                        2                        6                          6      15
No. of 
companies

Trends

Sub-Sector. ‘Other’ sub-sector 
Z and X customers would be 
more disappointed than other 
customers if they could not 
continue to use their product.
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We also asked customers if they had 
anything else to share. Many had 
suggestions for how the companies 
could serve them better. 

This information can be used to inform 
opportunities for expansion of 
products and services to meet 
customer demand. 

Customer Suggestions 
for Improvement

When asked if they have anything else to share, customers 
requested increased access to off-grid energy products and 
services, financial promotions, and additional appliances.
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Top Suggestions For Improvement 
Open-ended data, coded by 60 Decibels. (n = 2,160)

Mini-grid
(6 companies)

1. Reduce prices (19%)

2. Expand to other homes (0.1%)

Solar home system
(6 companies)

1. Introduce bonuses and discounts (10%)

2. Supply more appliances (10%)

Other (sub-sector X)
(1 company)

1. Supply more appliances (8%)

2. Resolve reported issues (4%)

Other (sub-sector Y)
(2 companies)

1. Improve services (14%)

2. Increase batteries (11%)

Other (sub-sector Z)
(1 company)

1. Supply more appliances (8%)

2. Better customer service (4%)
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Deck Guide

Who Are TEA Partners Reaching? 

Customer Satisfaction

Impact Performance

/  Quality of Life

/  Key Outcomes

/  Business Use

/  Business Evolution

Income Generation

37

38

39

40

41 /

COVID-19

Performance Headlines10  /

13  /

18  /

26  /

36  /
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We asked customers whether their 
quality of life had changed because of 
access to the energy product or 
service. The results are shown on the 
right by sub-sector. The darker section 
of the columns represent those who 
reported ‘very much improved’ quality 
of life while the lighter sections 
represent the percentage that reported 
‘slightly improved’.

The average for significant 
improvement across the 15 companies 
(53%) is slightly below the 60dB 
Energy Benchmark (56%).

Company A customers reported most 
significant improvements in quality of 
life while Company O reported least. 

Quality of Life by Company
Q: Has your quality of life changed because of [company] product/service? (n = 3,854)

Quality of Life Impact There was wide variation in performance across companies 
in terms of the depth of impact their customers experienced. 
Mini-grid companies had the broadest range.
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75%

58% 56%

49%

43%

28%

82%

78% 75%

68%

34%

25%

51%

30%

73%

74%

56%

20%

27%

38%
41% 46% 59%

11% 14%
20%

23%

51%
55%

35%
59%

26% 23%
37%
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Customers were asked to describe – in 
their own words – the changes they 
were experiencing because of the 
company energy product/service. 

The 2% reporting worse outcomes 
complained of the high payment costs 
for the product or service.

Top Quality of Life Outcomes Reported
Open-ended data, coded by 60 Decibels. (n = 3,450)

Quality of Life: Key 
Outcomes

Aside from better access to energy, customers reported 
improved lifestyle/entertainment, ability to charge devices, 
and being able to study as top quality of life outcomes.
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Mini-grid: 88% with improved quality of life
(35% of all respondents)

1. Better access to electricity (50%)

2. Improve lifestyle/entertainment (33%)

SHS: 90% with improved quality of life
(36% of all respondents)

1. Improve lifestyle/entertainment (49%)

2. Reliable access to lighting (40%)

Other (sub-sector X): 99% with improved quality of 
life

(3.5% of all respondents)

1. Reliable access to lighting (17%)

2. Children able to study (12%)

Other (sub-sector Y): 87% with improved 
quality of life

(12% of all respondents)

1. Reliable access to lighting (45%)

2. Ability to charge devices (31%)

Other (sub-sector Z): 98% with improved quality 
of life

(3.1% of all respondents)

1. Ease of daily tasks (29%)

2. Reduced smoke (11%)

“Cooking food takes a shorter period and i'm 
using less charcoal which helps me to spend less 
money.” – Female, 30, sub-sector Z

“I get to use it in my shop/pharmacy as I can 
extend working hours to 8:00 especially before 
corona virus outbreak. I use it at home to keep 
watch over my homestead at night as I monitor 
the way things are every now and then. I get to go 
outside my home to other neighbors at night 
since it is very portable and thus gives me a 
sense of security. I also get to lend it to my 
neighbors once in a while.” – Male, 28, sub-sector 
X

Customer Voices
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Business Use Customers
Q: Do you use the [company] [product/service] at home or at 
a business? (n = 3,427)

Business Use Overall, more than one in ten respondents used the energy 
products or services at their business. This was highest in 
East Africa.

39

% Male 80%

Average Age 38

% living below 
$3.20/day

52%

Business Use by Region
% of customers who use [product/service] at a business      
(n = 401)

East Africa

Central Africa10%

82%

West Africa9%

88% Home

6% Business

6% Both

Mini-grid users were most likely to use 
the product or service at a business 
(10%) followed by SHS users (2%) and 
sub-sector Y users (2%).

Trends

• Sub-Sector. Mini-grid users 
were most likely to use their 
energy product/service for 
productive use (10%) followed 
by sub-sector Y users (4%) 
and then solar home system 
users (1%).
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Among customers who used their off-
grid energy product or service for 
business, 84% reported that their 
business had evolved. 

Apart from the top reasons shown on 
the right, customers spoke about 
having access to quality lighting at 
work, increased business efficiency, 
increased income, reduced expenses, 
and starting new businesses / 
ventures.

Business Evolution Customers mentioned their businesses have evolved 
primarily due to an increase in hours of operation and 
greater ability to offer additional services to their customers.
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Reasons for Improved Business
Q: Please could you explain how has your business evolved? 
(n = 341) Open-ended coded by 60 Decibels.

spoke about increase in 
business operation hours
(3% of all respondents)

talked about offering 
improved / additional 
services
(2% of all respondents)

reported additional 
customers
(1% of all respondents)

“Before, I would close the shop as early as 6pm but 
now it’s open till 9pm. My shop has become famous in 
the village, so more customers come, especially in 
the evening.” - Male, 45, mini-grid

“It has helped me to expand my business by adding 
other electronic devices.” - Male, 45, mini-grid

“I get enough light and more customers are coming 
even if it is during the night.” - Male, 38, 
community solar hub

27%

18%

37%
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1. Phone charging 
(33% using for income generation / 1% of total)

“I charge phones and burn music and 
movies on CD.” - Male, 22, mini-grid

We asked customers who use their 
product or service at home, if they use 
it for income-generating activities. 
Sub-sector X and mini-grid customers 
were more likely to use their lamp or 
connection for income generation 
compared to other sub-sectors. 

Top income-generating activities 
reported by customers are shown on 
the right.

Proportion of Customers Using Product/Service for 
Income Generation
(n = 141)

Income Generation A very small proportion of customers used their energy 
product or service for income generation at home. 
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Solar home system1%

Mini-grid6%

Other (sub-sector X)10%

Top Income-Generating Activities Reported
Q: What do you use it for? (n = 141). Open-ended coded by 60 
Decibels.

2. Grocery shop / kiosk 
(32% using for income generation / 1% of total)

“I sell at a small provision shop where I 
trade commodities such as bread and  
drinks.” - Male, 41, community solar hub

3. Food / beverage business
(15% using for income generation / 1% of total)

“I use it to cook food and sell porridge 
to construction workers nearby.” -
Female, 42, cookstove

Other (sub-sector Y)3%

Other (sub-sector Z)4%
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What Next?

…& Appendix
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60 Decibels Net Promoter Score
Feedback from TEA Partner Companies companies (n = 11)

Feedback From 
Companies

43

“The quality of the deliverable was 
outstanding, very easy to read even though 
the data are somewhat complex.” 

NPS  =  % Promoters  — % Detractors

-100

0

100

64
-50 50

We take feedback seriously – especially when it comes to 
our performance. Here’s what 11 out of the 15 TEA partners 
who responded to our feedback survey said about us. 

“Actionable feedback, with very well-
structured insights.”

“60 Decibels managed to engage customers in 
their local non-written language and get a 
real understanding of what their lives are 
like and the difference a [product/service] 
can make - all in a global pandemic. They 
also provided helpful feedback to enable us 
to improve our service.” 

“Part of the questions were not 
adapted/relevant for our business. More 
flexibility in designing the survey would 
have made it even more interesting.” 

Reasons Clients Gave For Their NPSWe regularly request feedback from 
the companies we work with to 
understand more about their 
experience with 60 Decibels and the 
project in order to improve our service. 
Links to feedback surveys are sent out 
at the end of a project. 

The TEA partner companies provided 
feedback on their satisfaction with us 
as well as how actionable they found 
their Lean Data results and what they 
use them for. Some responses for how 
they use results include:

• In fundraising and marketing

• Sharing with stakeholders (e.g. 
Board, funders, staff)

• Understanding impact performance

• Setting company targets
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The 60dB Energy 
Benchmark

The 60dB Energy Benchmark is made 
up of the average performance of the 
energy company projects conducted 
since 2016. This includes 90+ off-grid 
energy companies. 

We have completed Lean Data 
projects for some companies in 
multiple countries, for multiple 
services, or multiple timeframes; 
providing deeper learning over time or 
cross-geography.

Energy companies: mini-grid 
providers, solar home system, solar 
lantern, off-grid appliances, improved 
cooking solutions. 

Companies we’ve worked with
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• Altech
• ARED
• Arnergy
• Auxano Solar
• Azuri
• Baobab+
• Bboxx
• Bidhaa Sasa
• BioLite
• Bonergie
• BrightLife FINCA Plus
• BURN
• d.light
• Davis & Shirtliff
• Deevabits
• Devergy
• Easy Solar
• Ecozen
• Emel Solar
• Energy+
• ENGIE Mobisol
• ENGIE PowerCorner
• EnVenture
• Fenix
• Frontier Markets
• Futurepump

• Global Ice Tec
• Green Energy Biofuels
• Greenlight Planet
• Greenserve
• Greenway Grameen
• GVE Projects
• Harness Energy
• HelloSolar
• Husk Power Systems 

Systems
• Ignite Power
• Inspirafarms
• Jaza Energy
• Jumeme
• Kalangala Infrastructure 

Services (KIS)
• Kazang Solar
• KCKM
• KopaGas
• Lendable
• Lumir
• Lumos
• Mango Energy
• Mega Global Green
• M-KOPA
• Mobile Power

• MREF
• Mwezi
• NAL OffGrid
• Nizam Bijili
• OffGridBox
• OMC Power
• Ongeza
• Oolu Solar
• OPES Solutions
• Orb Energy
• Parami Energy
• Pawame
• PEG
• Pollinate Group 
• PowerGen
• Powerhive
• Pro Engineering
• Promethean
• REDAVIA
• Rubitec
• RUH
• RVE.SOL
• SCODE
• SELCO
• Simusolar
• Solar Panda

• Solar Sister
• Solaris Offgrid
• SolarNow
• Solutions Height
• SparkMeter
• Standard Microgrid
• Sun Power
• SUNami Solar Kenya
• SunCulture
• Sunny Irrigation
• SunnyMoney
• Talent & Technology
• Tara Urja
• Techno-Hill
• Trend Solar
• Ultratec
• Umeme
• upOwa
• Vitalite
• WANA Energy
• Winock Solar
• Winsol
• ZOLA Electric
• Zonful Energy 
• Zuwa
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Summary Of Data 
Collected

3,858 phone interviews completed in 2020 – 2021.
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Methodology

Survey mode Phone

TEA companies 15

Countries Cameroon, Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone, and Tanzania

Languages Diola, English, French, Kono, Mende, Swahili, Pular, Serere, 
Soce, Temne, and Wolof 

Survey length 22 minutes 

Sampling method Random

Response rate 73%

Total Responses Collected

Customers 3,858

% Female respondents 25%

Accuracy

Confidence level c. 95%

Margin of error c. 5%
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We look forward to learning more together in future. 
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Last Words

About 60 Decibels

60 Decibels makes it easy to listen to the people who matter most. 60 Decibels is an impact 
measurement company that helps organisations around the world better understand their 
customers, suppliers, and beneficiaries. Its proprietary approach, Lean Data, brings customer-
centricity, speed and responsiveness to impact measurement. 

60 Decibels has a network of 750+ trained Lean Data researchers in 55+ countries who speak 
directly to customers to understand their lived experience. By combining voice, SMS, and other 
technologies to collect data remotely with proprietary survey tools, 60 Decibels helps clients 
listen more effectively and benchmark their social performance against their peers.

60 Decibels has offices in London, Nairobi, New York, and Bengaluru. To learn more, visit 
60decibels.com.

We are proud to be a Climate Positive company. 

Your Feedback

We’d love to hear your feedback on the 60dB process; please fill out the feedback survey here!
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We     charge our phone at our    home.

No     more buying of kerosene.

My     electricity bill has gone down.

I have reliable light. 
I am able to

>charge 

>my phone and radio

>and my children

>use it to study

now.

Kat Harrison

kat@60decibels.com

Nilah Mitchell

nilah@60decibels.com


